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The social evils that are plaguing our society today could hardly be 

catalogued, they are uncountable in the true sense of the assertion . Among 

the prominent social problems are the escalating crime waves , religious 

intolerance , disrespect for elders , laziness and lateness of duty , 

widespread of diseases , ostentatious spending, abortion , pre maritial 

pregnancy , elope (run off secretly to be married and usually without the 

consent or knowledge of one’s parent) , disciplinary problem , psychological 

problem , slow down development of the country , and alcohol consumption .

These are the effects of our social problem among Malaysian youth . First of 

all we will discuss the escalating crime waves among our Malaysian youth . 

These days our Malaysian youth are involve in many crime whether its small 

or big . One of the most common among our youth are drug abuse . Its sad 

to see the future of our country the be involve with this kinds of social 

problems , at a very young age they are throwing their lives and future away

. We the society used to think that drug abuser are only among uneducated 

society and parents . 

This statements has change among the years as the children from educated 

and high society parents are one of the biggest drug abuser . These are the 

Malaysian youth with the free flow of money to buy all sorts of drug such as 

marijuana , ecstacy , cocaine and many more . This statement does not 

mean that the youth from the low income society are not involve . This are 

the youth that will cause many more crime due to their addiction to drugs . 

The drug abuser that come from this society does not have the free flow of 

money as the high society youth have to they will result to other ways . 
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Ways such as being a snatch thief , house robber , steeling cars and 

motorcycle . Some of them will go as far to killing people to get what they 

want . These youth will also resort to become a drug pusher and influence 

other users to keep on buying due to their personal interest which is getting 

more commission and buying their personal supplies . Second we will discuss

the widespread of diseases due to the social problem among the Malaysian 

youth . Widespread of diseases are due to their over active social lives . 

These over active social lives will eventually lead to an active sex life . Most 

youth not only in Malaysia but also in the world does not practice a save sex 

life , due to this careless attitude they are expose to many harmful diseases .

Harmful diseases such as aids , hiv , syphilis and many more . These 

diseases are life threatening and there are no cure . At this point there are 

no use of regretting the choices that they have made as it is a point of no 

return . The best thing to do is , consult doctors on ways to prevent other 

people to get infected and prolonged their lives. 

The widespread of diseases are a sad way to lose such precious young and 

vibrant live in our society . Third we will discuss the pre-maritial pregnancy 

among the Malaysian youth . Pre-maritial pregnancy are a problem that is 

escalating in our Malaysian youth everyday . The cause of these of are the 

same as widespread of diseases which over active social life and it will lead 

to practicing unsafe sex. The Malaysian youth these days do not think the 

consequences of their actions . Usually they do not welcome these miracle of

god in their lives . 
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Almost everyday we hear the news on the television or read the newspaper 

about new born babies being left to die in the drain , dumpster , or even to 

be eaten by stray dogs and insect . The babies are left to die as they are not 

treated as a gift from god to human beings instead being trown away as 

rubbish . Some will not even wait for the baby to be born as it will be to 

troublesome to them , instead they will resort to abortion . These youth will 

spend money to cover up this wrong doings and instead of confronting the 

truth . 

Fourth we will discuss the ostentatious spending among Malaysian youth . 

Ostentatious spending in a simple meaning are a ways for someone to show 

others that they are rich . These attitudes are spreading among the 

Malaysian youth like a virus . Instead of studying and finding good jobs , they

are spending their parents money away like water and not even thinking of 

their future . Their mentality is such that they think by doing this society will 

give them respect . Instead of respect they are vulnerable to danger such as 

being influence to take drugs and many more . 

Last but not least we will discuss how social problems among teens can slow 

down the development of our country . These social problems indirectly will 

effect the development of the country . One of the reasons are that I mention

earlier was that our youth is our future , without them who are we going to 

leave rule our country in the future . The future seems dark without them 

being there to help build our country and economy to a better future . 

Besides that it will indirectly effect our tourism sector . 
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This is because of the crime rate escalating in the country , tourist will feel 

insecure coming to a country that the crime rates are high . Furthermore 

these social problems will cause our Malaysian youth to loose their creative 

and vibrant mind. Without them there will be no new technology invented 

and research done to improve our thinking skills or even the human race . 

These effect of social problem among the Malaysian youth that we discuss 

are at a crucial point in society . The government and society must figure out

solutions to overcome this roots of all problems . ] 
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